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Freedom of Expression
Florim H. Shefqeti1
2 UBT – Higher Education Institution, Lagjja Kalabria, 10000 p.n.,
Pristina, Kosovo

Abstract: Freedom of expression is a fundamental human right, this right is guaranteed by the domestic law, the
legislation of the Republic of Kosovo and with international documents. In the Republic of Kosovo, this institute has
been regulated through the Constitution of Kosovo where Article 40 stipulating that this right includes the right to
express, to distribute and receive information, thoughts and other messages, without being obstructed by anyone,
and that this right can only be limited by the Law.
Through international documents it is determined that this right belongs to the group of fundamental human rights,
so that freedom of thought and expression is determined, so that the Universal Declaration has defined this
guaranteed right and obligation to be implemented. Such a regulation has been further defined by the European
Convention on Human Rights, which has determined that the right to free expression is an elementary right and a
fundamental criterion of respect for democracy.
It is also stipulated that the limitations to be envisaged in law, for a limited purpose and necessary in a democratic,
proportionate and non-discriminatory society, including the maintenance of morals, the preservation of reputation
and the rights of others, and the preservation of impartiality independence of the judicial system. In the Republic of
Kosovo, freedom of expression includes two mechanisms:
Free expression through audio-visual media, televisions, in the way of expressing thought through verbal
declarations and through written and electronic media where the manner of declaration is made through a written
record.
In cases that the subject of the right alleges that through any form of declaration of the other subjugation has been
defamation or offense there are legal possibilities that through the use of remedies to claim damages or
compensation of the damage.
This is regulated through the Media Council, written representatively to the Independent Media Commission.
Also, the Republic of Kosovo has approved the Law on the Expulsion and Insult, through which the right to freedom
of expression, its overcoming and the way of compensation for damage is regulated in detail.

Introduction

The right to freedom of expression is a fundamental human right which guarantees citizens the right to express
themselves in their own way and enables them to seek, receive and publish information through any medium or
other form of expression. This right is guaranteed by international documents and also by local documents in
Kosovo. This right is of an absolutely subjective nature and reflects a host of rights that it encompasses in itself.
The United Nations Committee on Human Rights described this right as "a necessary condition for the full
development of the person".
Freedom of expression allows dissent, pluralistic dialogue, and creates a secure platform for people to critically look
at a particular process or phenomenon in society.
I will now quote a famous opinion of President Jimmy Carter expressed at the University of Notra Damit on May
22, 1977.
"In the lives of citizens, words are action, far more than many of us who live in countries where freedom of
expression is taken for granted can understand. Leaders of totalitarian nations understand this very well. Evidence
that words are exactly action can be seen. in states where the opponents of the leaders of these states are being
persecuted because of their statements that are usually related to their beliefs and political opinions different from
those that are attempted to be imposed even through unprincipled ways”.
States must ensure that people are able to protest peacefully, publish and circulate information, and criticize
governments for failing to protect or promote human rights.
This right is also guaranteed by the European Declaration of Human Rights which in Article 18 guarantees this right
as well as through Article 19 which stipulates that everyone has the right to freedom of thought and expression; this
right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas
through any media and regardless of frontiers. It is clear that this right is exclusive and as such there can be no
violation or restriction.
Freedom of expression means the fact that every citizen is completely independent who, regardless of the situation
in which he finds himself, has the right to freedom of expression as a constitutional right, this means situations when
the citizen is free to express his opinion but also when freedom is restricted, even the right to expression is a right
that during court proceedings can in no way be denied to you because it would constitute a violation of human
rights. Therefore, in this prism, it reflects that this freedom to a considerable extent reflects to be more voluminous
than the freedom of movement which can be restricted by law under certain circumstances.
Violations of this right create far-reaching implications for a society as a whole.
Freedom of expression is fundamental to a genuine democracy, and is key to a free space for print and audiovisual
media.
Human rights defenders have no more rights than other people, but, as with journalists and media workers or
lawyers, those in power often aim to silence them. Therefore, they need higher protection to be able to express their
opinions and promote any human right. This is even more true for those who express dissenting opinions, defend the
rights of persons belonging to minorities, or uphold the beliefs of minorities.
Manifestation of conflicting views can take many forms. It can be done through peaceful protests or media, through
public events, or through calls for boycotts, such as an election process or a referendum. States must respect both the

negative and positive obligations brought about by these views, opinions, public marches and protests. That is, to
refrain from interfering with the right to express dissenting opinions, and to take measures to protect the expression
of views peacefully.
So this reflects the fact that freedom of expression does not only mean the fact that this freedom should be respected
when it is public, but also in the prism of the right to participate in elections, it is estimated that in this way freedom
of expression through independent voting and not public means that this right must be respected under the protection
of its secrecy in the voting process but also decision-making when such a thing is requested or accepted by the user
of the right of expression.
There has been a trend for states to try to silence human rights defenders who express dissenting opinions, especially
critics of the government, and those cases that point to corruption or report on human rights abuses. Similarly, states
are now enacting more detailed legislation criminalizing defamation online and offline.
1.1 Human Rights Act (with special emphasis on Article 10)
This act was established in 1988 incorporated by the European Convention on Human Rights and since 1988 has
been implemented in European countries to improve the quality of national legislation of different countries that
refers to freedom of expression.
Article 10 of this Act protects the right to hold and express different opinions without the interference of the
government or other institutions. This includes the right to express views (eg through public protests and
demonstrations) or through:
- published articles, books or leaflets
- television or radio broadcasting
- works of art
- internet and social media
The law also protects the freedom to receive information from other people, for example, being part of an audience
or reader of a newspaper.
- Published articles, books and various writings
- Broadcasts on TV or Radio
- Artistic Works
- Articles on the Internet and social media
Are there any restrictions on this right? (According to Article 10)
Although we have freedom of expression, we also have a duty to act responsibly and to respect the rights of other
people.
Public authorities may restrict this right if they can show that their action is lawful, necessary and proportionate in
order to:
- protect national security, territorial integrity (state borders) or public security
- prevent violations or crime

- protect moral and health rights
- protect the rights and reputation of other people
- prevent the disclosure of information obtained in confidence
- maintain the authority and impartiality of judges.
The case of the two newspapers "Observer and The Guardian" against the United Kingdom (1991)
One of the major issues where the cause of "national security" was used to restrict freedom of expression is the
Observer and the Guardian v. The United Kingdom. In 1986, both newspapers announced their intention to publish
excerpts from Spycatcher, a book by Peter Wright, a retired intelligence agent. At the time of declaration, the book
had not yet been published.
Mr. Wright book included a report on the allegedly illegal activities of the British intelligence service and its agents.
He claimed that MI5 had eavesdropped on all international conferences in London during the 1950s and 1960s, as
well as the Zimbabwean independence talks in 1979; that MI5 had eavesdropped on diplomats in France, Germany,
Greece and Indonesia, as well as the Khrushchev hotel suite during his visit to Britain in 1950; that MI5 had forcibly
entered and eavesdropped on Soviet consulates abroad; that MI5 had tried unsuccessfully to assassinate President
Nasser of Egypt at the time of the Suez crisis; that MI5 had set a trap against Harold Wilson during his term as
Prime Minister from 1974 to 1976; and that MI5 had channeled its resources to investigate left-wing political groups
in Britain. The attorney general asked the courts to issue a permanent ban order on newspapers, preventing them
from publishing excerpts from the book. In July 1986, the courts issued an interim injunction preventing newspapers
from publishing about the court order during the proceedings.
“The Observer” and “The Guardian” appealed to the Strasbourg authorities against the interim measures. The British
Government argued that at the time the interim measures were ordered, the information that Peter Wright had access
to was confidential. If this information were to be published, the British secret service, its agents and third parties
would suffer considerable damage after identifying the agents; relations with allied countries, organizations and
others would be damaged; and they would no longer believe in the British secret service. In addition, the
Government advanced with the argument that there was a risk that other current or former agents would follow the
action of Mr. Ightright. For the post-publication period, the government relied on the need to guarantee allied states
effective protection of information from British intelligence. In the Government's view, the only way to provide
such a guarantee was to make it clear that officers threatening to violate their lifelong obligation of confidentiality
would be effectively prevented from doing so by a court indictment, and that a such a measure would be taken.
With regard to previous restrictions on publication, the Court held that: The risks concealed in the prior restrictions
are such that they require a very careful scrutiny by the Court. This is especially true when it comes to the press, as
news is a perishable commodity and delaying its publication, even for a short period, can take away all its value and
interest. The court further found that the interim measures were justified before the publication of the book, but not
after this moment. Following its publication in the United States, the information had lost its confidentiality and,
thus, the interest in maintaining the confidentiality of Spycatcher information and keeping it out of the public eye no
longer existed. In these circumstances, there was no "sufficient" need to maintain the ban.
Following the submission of the case to the court, the court issued its verdict banning the activity of these
newspapers and fining the same two newspapers for violating confidentiality. This verdict was also supported by the
European Court of Human Rights, saying that "the verdict of the court was right because these newspapers with
their publications violated national security."

1.2 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms Article 10: Freedom of Expression
1. Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right includes freedom to hold opinions and to receive and
impart information and ideas without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This article shall
not prevent States from requiring audiovisual, television or cinematographic broadcasting undertakings to obtain a
license.
2. The exercise of these freedoms, which contains obligations and responsibilities, may be subject to those
formalities, conditions, restrictions or sanctions provided by law and which are necessary in a democratic society, in
the interest of national security, territorial integrity or public security. , for the protection of order and the prevention
of crime, for the protection of health or morals, for the protection of the dignity or rights of others, for the prevention
of the dissemination of confidential data or for the guarantee of the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.
In these two paragraphs of Article 10 it is clear that everyone is free to give his opinion through various media
without the intervention of public departments but also respecting the limits set for the "excessive use" of this right.
In a democratic society, in addition to regulating the legislation regarding this issue, the competent bodies must
ensure their implementation in legal practice so that cases of violation of this right are sanctioned and also the
awareness of the population of a certain state increase.
Freedom of Expression is also a current topic in the EU, where as a strategy for action in the coming years is the
strengthening of this right and its full use by citizens. As the main goal in this area, the EU has the following goals:
- Combating violence, persecution, harassment and intimidation of individuals, including journalists and all other
media outlets, for the purpose of exercising this right fully both online and offline.
- Promotion of law and other practices that protect the right to opinion and freedom of expression,
- Promoting media freedom and media pluralism,
- Promoting respect for fundamental human rights and other information in communication technology,
- Promotion of good practices by different companies.
2. Defamation and Insult
For the analysis of these two topics very little addressed in our country, we must first know the exact definition of
Insult and Defamation where according to Law No. 02 / L-65 civil against defamation and insult these two notions
are defined as follows:
a) Defamation means the publication of an untrue fact or statement which the publisher knows or should have
known was untrue, the meaning of which damages the reputation of another person.
Therefore, if we treat the elements that shape this notion, we find that in order for defamation to exist, we must have
the action, which means that this action must be of the nature that leads to the publication of something.
The publication of any fact or statement, which means that in order for defamation to exist, the publication of any
fact or statement must be made so that the person taking the action knows that it is not true.
Furthermore, the third element is of a subjective nature, while above we had the elements of an objective nature, and
that the evolutionary element - of the will, respectively of knowledge or desire, means that a person knows that the
fact or statement is not true.

Insult means the statement, conduct, publication of a statement addressed to another person which is
derogatory. Should insult and defamation be considered a criminal offense?
Some time ago, the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Kosovo initiated the amendment of the Criminal Code,
proposing that two new articles be introduced in that law, according to which defamation was incriminated as a
criminal offense, for which depending on the circumstances and values being attacked that offense provided for a
sentence of up to 5 years in prison.
It was about supplementing Chapter XIV of the Criminal Code of Kosovo, which defines criminal offenses against
the constitutional order and security of the Republic of Kosovo. Specifically, it was proposed that after Article 134,
be inserted as a supplement to the Code, Article 134 / C and 134 / D, with the following content:
Article 134 / C: - Defamation of the state and state symbols
1. Anyone who publicly, in a meeting, or through the distribution of written materials: 1.1: insults or maliciously
expresses contempt for the Republic of Kosovo or its constitutional order, or 1.2: insults the colors, flag, coat of
arms or anthem of the Republic of Kosovo, - is punishable by imprisonment of up to three (3) years, or a fine.
2. Whoever removes, destroys, damages, renders unusable or illegible, or intentionally changes the publicly
displayed flag of the Republic of Kosovo, or a state emblem placed by a public authority of the Republic of Kosovo,
shall be punished by imprisonment of up to three (3) years, or a fine.
3. Whoever intentionally supports the efforts against the continuation of the existence of the Republic of Kosovo or
against its constitutional principles, shall be punished by imprisonment of up to five (5) years.
4. Attempt to commit the criminal offenses set forth in this article is punishable.
Article 134 / D: Defamation of constitutional bodies
1. Anyone who publicly, in a meeting or through the distribution of written materials defames a constitutional body,
the President, the Assembly, the Government, the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Kosovo or one of their
members in this capacity in a manner detrimental to respect of the state and thus intentionally supports efforts
against the continued existence of the Republic of Kosovo or against its constitutional principles, shall be punished
by imprisonment of three (3) months to five (5) years.
2. The criminal offense from paragraph 1 of this Article can be prosecuted only with the authorization of the
constitutional body or the member of the body attacked with this offense.
Are the cases very rare or are there no numbers on how many people were fined and how much for public insults,
insults and slander against people, institutions, state symbols, etc.?
The moment a person "excessively exploits" his freedom of expression it turns into Insult or Defamation and the
measure according to the positive legislation for these two acts is "compensation". In court practice we have very
few cases not to say at all that the persons who committed these acts were asked to compensate other parties for
insulting or slandering people, public authorities, state symbols, etc.
Given that we as a country claim to join the EU and the fact that many European countries have these two actions
codified in criminal codes by providing for sanctions and strict measures, our country must take them very seriously
and treat their should be as professional as possible by the competent bodies.

2.1 Compensation as a measure against Defamation and Insult
According to the positive Law in Kosovo against Defamation and Insult, compensation for defamation is provided in
Article 14. This law clearly states that compensation for defamation should be proportional to the damage caused
and should be determined only for the purpose of correcting the damage caused to the reputation of the person in
question, or to compensate for any actual provable financial loss or material damage. In determining compensation,
the court is obliged to take into account all the circumstances of the case.
The amount of compensation for non-pecuniary damage or damage that can not be determined the amount in
monetary values, caused by defamation, will be determined by the court taking into account the severity of damage
caused by defamation and the material condition of the person who caused the defamation.
Whereas with article 15 par.1 and 2 of the above mentioned Law, the compensation for insult can be determined
only if the natural or legal persons do not fulfill the obligation to reject the information, or in case they repeat the
offensive information after a court order which prevents such repetition.
In order to reduce the harm, these persons can prove that they have apologized or offered to apologize for any insult
before the action for harm began or as soon as possible once they have had the opportunity. The enforceability of
orders or instructions from the Press Council or any relevant regulatory body will be considered as a mitigating
circumstance in determining non-pecuniary damage compensation.
The deadline for submitting a claim for compensation under this Law is three (3) months, from the day when the
person alleged to be injured has been informed or should have been informed about the expression of the untrue fact
and the identity of the author, and in no case should pass one (1) year, from the day when the expression is made
public.
If the person claiming to have been injured dies after the commencement of proceedings, but before the conclusion
of the court proceedings, his or her first instance heir may continue the proceedings on behalf of the deceased, if the
heir files a lawsuit with the Court within three (3) months. , from the date of death of the person allegedly injured.
In my opinion, these two actions should be provided by the Criminal Code of the Republic of Kosovo, given the fact
that the countries of the region have incorporated them in their Criminal Codes and their functioning in practice is
done perfectly. From slander and insult can arise quarrels of various kinds, the latter two can bring fatal
consequences in society, so their sanction as fairly and effectively as possible represents a further step in our
development as a society and as a democratic state.
According to the Law of Obligations, Article 136 par. the other person has an obligation to compensate, this in
relation to Article 137 which states that Damage is the reduction of someone's property (ordinary damage) and
preventing its growth (lost profit), as well as causing the other physical pain, mental suffering or fear (non-pecuniary
damage) ”where it is clear that the damage is not only defined as damage in the sense of reducing wealth but also in
actions which affect the obstruction of wealth growth, which in cases of slander and insult unequivocally affects to
the detriment in the sense of hindering the growth of wealth.
The Law of Obligations, Commentary further states that -Lost profit, in contrast to the reduction of property that
represents real damage, means the obvious profit in the future, which would be realized by the injured party, if the
damaging case did not occur. The lost profit can be contractual and non-contractual, respectively tortious and at the
same time a condition for its recognition is also that the protected legal interest has been violated.
The commentary also states that despite the reasons provided in Article 183 par. 1 of the LCT, the violation of
human personality rights are reasons and causes for compensation. This is seen from the provision of Article 139,
which defines the protection of personality in the field of civil rights guaranteed by the Constitution.

The Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo, in addition to other fundamental rights and freedoms, in Chapter II,
guarantees human dignity (Article 23), the right to personal integrity (Article 26, the right to liberty and security
(Article 29) , the right to freedom of movement (Article 35), the right to privacy (Article 36) as well as many other
freedoms and rights from the Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo and in international agreements and
instruments provided by Article 22 of the Constitution.
All these freedoms and rights, in case of their violation, can be realized directly on the basis of the Constitution.
These freedoms and rights guaranteed by the Constitution are also protected by this law, so that everyone has the
right to request from the court or by another competent body to order the cessation of the action which violates the
integrity of the human personality, personal and family life and other rights of his personality.
The case law of the European Court of Human Rights
Another argument against the criminalization of insult and defamation is the international acts (European
Convention on Human Rights), the practice and instructions of the Strasbourg Court itself, as well as the European
standards, which the report seeks to take into account in this initiative. legislative.
Thus, with regard to the European Convention on Human Rights, in its Article 10/2 on Freedom of Expression, it
states: The exercise of these freedoms (freedom of expression), which contains obligations and responsibilities, may
be subject to certain formalities, conditions, restrictions or sanctions provided by law, which, in a democratic
society, constitute necessary measures for national security, territorial integrity or public security, for the protection
of order and the prevention of crime, for the preservation of health or morality, to protect the dignity or rights of
others, to prevent the dissemination of confidential information or to guarantee the authority and impartiality of the
judiciary ”. Thus, the Convention itself recognizes that, for the protection of dignity, freedom of expression may be
subject to restrictions or sanctions provided by law; and the criminal offenses of insult and defamation together with
the respective punishments, are nothing but measures provided by law for the protection of the dignity of others.
So, depending on the level of emancipation and professionalism in a certain society and situation, it is up to the state
to decide to reduce this sentence or remove it and leave only the fine. The fact that the Strasbourg Court tolerates a
fine, but simply draws attention to its proportionality, shows that it accepts the relevant criminal offenses as
legitimate measures to protect the honor and dignity of the person.
Based on the second paragraph of Article 10 of the Convention, the Strasbourg Court states that local authorities
may interfere with the exercise of freedom of expression when 3 conditions are met together:
1) the intervention is provided by law (principle of legality)
2) the intervention is intended to protect one or more of the interests or rights provided for in this paragraph
(principle of legitimacy)
3) intervention is necessary in a democratic society (principle of proportionality)

Conclusions
From the analysis of the legislation in force, the provisions that define the freedom of expression, insult, defamation
and the right to compensation for damage in cases of exceeding them, we consider that it is more than important
that:
To criminalize actions of the nature of violating the freedom of expression when this is considered to have been
done with direct intent and eventual intent,
To criminalize acts of defamation and insult in cases that are committed with direct intent, even to examine when
these are committed with eventual intent,
Provide legal protection for investigative journalism by referring to their right to claim and investigate a process or
phenomenon,
Provide full access to official documents and access to provide complete information,
Raise awareness of the right to compensation for non-pecuniary damage resulting from insult and defamation,
Advocate the practice of courts in determining and the amount of compensation because this reflects on the
impossibility or reduction of restrictions on freedom of expression but also on having care and attention in such
matters,
Reconsider the imposition of interim measures in such cases as the duration of the proceedings affects the increase
of damage in cases where it exists
This is also in order to preserve the integrity of the alleged subjects affected by the insult and defamation.
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